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1 Why use LinkedIn for Groups? 
 
LinkedIn for Groups benefits your organization by 
enabling you to: 

• Increase your group’s member loyalty by providing your 
members with the benefit of access to a set of highly 
effective networking tools 

• Stay top-of-mind and in touch with your group members 
via deep brand association that persists throughout their 
LinkedIn user experience 

• Selectively extend the reach of your group’s brand to 
LinkedIn users who are not members of your group – or 
choose to keep your group completely private 

• Maintain a group directory with extensive member 
information requiring almost no administrative effort 

 

LinkedIn for Groups benefits your organization’s members by enabling them to: 
• Accelerate their career through referrals from fellow group members – for jobs, deals, partnerships, 

clients, service providers, and other business opportunities 
• Know more than a name – view rich professional profiles from fellow group members 
• Let other members of the group know what they have to offer fellow group members and their 

contacts 
• Limit network searches to other members of the group only 
• Use special contact settings to reach other group members directly or via referral 

 

2 Some answers upfront  
LinkedIn for Groups is free: 
LinkedIn’s current group functionality is absolutely free, and we plan to keep the basic functionality free in the 
future. However, we are planning to introduce optional additional new premium services to groups in the near 
future which may require a subscription fee. 

Five simple steps to setting up your group: 
1. You (and/or your organization) decide to create a group on LinkedIn, and then contact us 

2. You sign up quickly and easily via our online group service agreement on the web  

3. Once we receive notification that you have accepted the terms of the agreement, we will set up your 
group 

4. You send us your group's logo and a few pieces of additional information such as an administrative 
contact name. You will need to create a list of members that are pre-approved to join your group to 
ensure that people signing up are actual validated members of your group 

5. We are ready to launch! 

Looking for more answers? Please visit our FAQ at: 

www.linkedin.com/groups 

        LinkedIn for Groups 
        leverages and extends 
the power of your group’s 
network in a secure and 
private environment to benefit 
you and your group members. 

       LinkedIn complies with the 
       strict privacy guidelines of 
the European Union. 
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3 What should you know about LinkedIn? 
 

High-Quality 

• Stringent inbox and contact protections have attracted the largest and highest-quality user 
base of any professional network tool online:  
Over a million registered users / 20%+ senior management / 47%+ international 

• All people showing up in search results are actual registered users 
 

Effective 

• Based on strong and mutually confirmed ties between individual professionals 
• Largest number of active users and highest success rate for business referrals of any 

professional network tool online: tens of thousands of referrals every month 
• Requests only reach users through referrals from existing trusted connections, or directly 

between group members via their shared affinity with your group 
• Rich, endorsed user profiles further validate request initiator and recipient 
• Every process completely open and transparent to the user 

 

User-Controlled 

• Users explicitly control all workflow steps (e.g., settings for contact with other group 
members, forwarding requests for contact, sharing contact info) 

• Users’ contact info is never shared without their case-by-case approval 
• Users’ direct connections are only revealed to other people they know and trust 
• Users’ inboxes are always protected from unwanted communications 
• Your group’s special search and contact features are never visible to LinkedIn users who 

are not members of your group 
 
Meet a few of our hundreds of existing “LinkedIn for Groups” organizations: 
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4 What is LinkedIn for Groups? 
4.1 The homepage (of a member that has joined a group) 
 

 
Figure 1: Personal Homepage with Group feature 

 

So let’s take a look. As you 
can see you are logged in as a 
LinkedIn user named Patrick 
and you are looking at your 
homepage.  

As you scroll down, you’ll 
notice that in addition to 
what a regular user sees, 
Patrick can see a special 
group section. Patrick is 
currently a member of the 
XYZ Association group 
(our demo group).  

       LinkedIn for Groups 
       provides professionals with 
a high-quality, effective, user- 
controlled network tool 
unmatched by any other solution. 

Group Features:  

• Membership Directory with rich profiles 

• Direct Access to your Group’s own Website (the Group 
administrator defines the site address) 

• Privacy-related user settings  
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4.2 Searching on LinkedIn with the group-specific search setting 

 
Figure 2: Restricting Search to your group 

4.3 Viewing search results and group member profiles 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Your group logo can optionally be displayed on group members’ profiles and in search 
results when viewed by LinkedIn users who are not part of your group. Over a million 
white-collar professionals use LinkedIn – more than 7 times the number of users of 
any other networking provider for groups and associations 

 

 

Enter your 
search terms 
here… 

Restrict the 
search to 
your group 
here. 

        LinkedIn for Groups offers 
        rich search options, with 
a special group setting to 
enable your group members to 
restrict searches to include 
only other members of your 
group. 

Your group’s logo is 
directly attached to 
the individuals in your 
group, offering strong 
group and 
professional brand 
associations. 
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4.4 Direct contact request feature 

Figure 3: Choosing a path for requesting contact

        Members of your group 
        can search for and 
contact each other directly or 
through referrals.  

Learn who you 
might know in 
common…. 

…and choose 
how you want 
to make 
contact 

              We offer you the 
       opportunity to 
extend the reach of 
your group’s brand to 
the largest and highest-
quality user base of any 
professional network 
platform online. We also 
offer a solution for those 
who want to keep their 
group completely 
private. 

Members will learn 
about the shared 
affinity of your group 
through the member 
profile. Here both 
Patrick and Mike 
belong to the XYZ 
group… 
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Figure 4: Making direct contact 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

4.5 Privacy and contact controls offered to your members 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

         Your group serves as a 
          trusted intermediary between 
individual members. They can 
contact each other without the need 
to share contact info upfront. This 
means their privacy is maintained. 

Only if Mike accepts the request will 
his contact info be revealed. 

Enable networking with no 
manual administrative 
intervention. 

       Individual users always have
        control over group settings for 
their account. This is professional 
networking at your own pace! 

Group members can 
always opt out of 
allowing other 
members of the 
Group to contact 
them directly. 

Figure 5: Group user settings

Group members 
choose if they would 
like their entire 
network to be able to 
view their group 
affiliations. 
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4.6 Administration tool for LinkedIn for Groups 
The Administration tool is only accessible by up to 3 assigned group managers  

 
Figure 6: LinkedIn for Groups Management Home 
 

What do group managers say about LinkedIn for Groups: 

Florian Brody, Red Herring 
Director of Business Development 

“Conferences take place at a single point in time, 
so establishing an ongoing relationship with 
conference attendees and providing them with a 
networking solution that persists before, during 
and after the conference is a critical challenge for 
conference organizers. LinkedIn for Groups… 
allows attendees to create lasting relationships.” 

Laura Merling, SDForum 
Executive Director 

“LinkedIn for Groups enables SDForum to provide 
additional member benefits, increase the 
connection between our members, and play a 
larger role in our members’ day-to-day 
professional lives” 

       The Administrator tools provide 
       you with a secure method for 
inviting members to join your group. 
LinkedIn’s process ensures that only 
authorized invitees can join a group. 

Once your members 
are pre-approved 
they can join your 
group without further 
administrative 
intervention, thereby 
reducing the 
management 
workload.  

Group growth is 
managed through this 
list, in which you can 
approve or reject 
requests to join from 
prospective new 
members.  

View the list of 
current members and 
remove members if 
necessary. 
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Invitees can be 
uploaded by the 
group administrator 
one at a time or via a 
simple, convenient 
batch upload. 

Figure 7: Pre-approved list upload process 

       Invitees can be uploaded by the  
       group administrator based on email 
addresses, secure encoded secret keys, 
or a combination of both. 

LinkedIn offers two upload 
modes: 1) You can add to 
the existing list or 2) replace 
it completely. The latter 
option is specifically 
designed for those groups 
that have changing 
memberships and maintain 
their membership database 
outside of LinkedIn.  
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5 What does the press have to say about LinkedIn? 
 

 
 
More press coverage at: https://www.linkedin.com/static?key=press_info
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More press coverage at: https://www.linkedin.com/static?key=press_info 
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6 Appendix: 8 Important Questions To Ask When Evaluating 
“Social Networking” Providers 

1. Does the service publish information on your members without their consent? 
In contrast to many opt-out services, LinkedIn does not publish information on individuals without their consent. 
LinkedIn protects the privacy of everyone – both users and those who have not joined the service. LinkedIn’s opt-in 
approach is also the key to its effectiveness: 83% of all contact requests on LinkedIn are endorsed and accepted, 
because every individual involved has opted in to the process. 
 

2. Is the service easy for your members to use – and easy on their computers? 
LinkedIn for Groups is an easy-to-use Internet service. Because LinkedIn’s platform is a standalone Internet service 
and does not run in the background uploading information from users’ local machines, LinkedIn for Groups 
consumes no CPU or memory resources beyond those needed to run a standard web browser.  
 

3. Does the service require the administrator to upload a list of your members’ email 
addresses before receiving permission to do so from users? 
Unlike most other providers, whose invitation process may violate privacy regulations and your group’s privacy policy, 
LinkedIn for Groups provides group administrators with a safe and secure method for inviting prospective users to 
join a group without the need for an administrator to upload email addresses to LinkedIn’s servers. LinkedIn’s 
process still ensures that only authorized invitees can join a group.  
 

4. Is the vendor’s service compliant with European Union privacy laws? 
Because LinkedIn strictly protects the privacy rights of both users and non-users, LinkedIn complies with international 
privacy regulations, unlike several other providers. LinkedIn has received official EU Safe Harbor Certification. 
 

5. What is the vendor’s revenue model? 
Offering a service to groups and associations that gathers data on individuals in order to build profiles or dossiers 
available as part of an enterprise software product sale is a serious conflict of interest. LinkedIn does not sell 
information or software to enterprises. Our revenue model is based on premium service subscriptions. 
 

6. What kind of professionals does the vendor’s service target? 
We designed LinkedIn to be used for the kind of business most professionals need to do via their trusted networks: hiring 
employees and finding jobs, finding business partners and industry experts, engaging services providers and contractors, 
or for sales. 
 

7. How many actual registered users does the vendor’s service have? 
LinkedIn has over a million active registered users, more than seven times the number of users of the next closest 
provider of group networking services. The size of a user base is a good indicator of which service individual members 
prefer, and we suggest surveying your members to find out which service they prefer and are already using today 
as individuals. 
 

8. What does the press have to say about the vendor and its service? 
LinkedIn is recognized by the press as the leading network platform for business. LinkedIn’s recent press coverage 
includes accolades from PC Magazine, Time Magazine, Forbes, the Wall Street Journal, PC World, US News & World 
Report, CNN, the New York Times, and dozens of other leading publications. LinkedIn is the only professional 
network tool provider that has won PC Magazine’s “Top 100 Sites You Can’t Live Without” award and the Red 
Herring 100 award.  

For more information, please contact groups@linkedin.com   


